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Linear stability of magnetic rings consisting of permanently magnetized particles p of the same magne-
tization is studied. Employing Lagrange’s approach and multipole moments, we determine the stability
criterion in closed form. We then apply this criterion to characterize the stability for two scenarios in
which the ring is i) compressed by dipolar loading due to a central point dipole and ii) compressed by
mechanical loading. In contrast to previous works which show break up of magnetic rings under homoge-
nous external magnetic field when instability occurs, we find that the ring does not break up when insta-
bility arises in both situations considered. However, the loading scenario decides instability modes via
which the magnetic ring first loses its stability. For the first scenario, the ring deforms into planar but
noncircular shapes via in-plane instability modes, regardless of ring sizes. For the other scenario, the ring
deforms into planar but noncircular or nonplanar shapes via in-plane or out-of-plane instability modes
for, respectively, small ring sizes or sufficiently large ring sizes. Finally, a simple experiment for the case
of dipolar loading is proceeded and experimental results show good agreement with theoretical
predictions.
� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Structural instability has been a major concern for centuries in
the design of all slender structures due to the load-capacity reduc-
tion and catastrophic failure and generally avoided in structural
design. However, studies over the last decade have shifted toward
the goal to harness such unstable phenomena for smart materials
and structures (Hu and Burgueno, 2015). Of particular interest is
instability of magnetic structures composed of permanently mag-
netized spherical particles. These structures are advantageous for
many applications in magnetic materials, nanoscale electronics,
medicine, and various other fields due to magnetic particles’ capac-
ity to be detected and manipulated using magnetic fields
(Singamaneni et al., 2011).

The assembly of magnetic particles into magnetic rings and
their stability play a vital role in many physical systems, i.e.
designing switches for non-volatile random-access memory in
magnetoelectronic application (Wei et al., 2009), explaining the
aggregation processes in colloids (Wen et al., 1999), and
understanding the origin of the Saturn’s rings (van Putten, 2017).
Moreover, the research of simple structures, like chains or rings,
is essential since they can provide a starting point for understand-
ing more complex structures. Stability of planar rings consisting of
magnetized particles first attracted studies in ferrofluids. Previous
works showed that planar rings consisting of superparamagnetic
particles under the application of a homogeneous external mag-
netic field break up into chains when instability occurs, regardless
whether the field directs perpendicular to the plane of the ring
(Jund et al., 1995; Kun et al., 2001) or parallel to the plane of the
ring (Kun et al., 2000). Subsequently, Danilov et al. (2012) exam-
ined stability of planar rings in a 2D monolayer consisting of mag-
netic dipolar particles under the influence of a homogeneous
external magnetic field. They also showed that at the critical field
strength, the rings either explode and form hexagonal lattice or
break up into a chain when the field directs, respectively, perpen-
dicular or parallel to the plane of the ring. Recently, Martinez-
Pedrero et al. (2016) studied the formation and the dynamics of
dipolar rings self-assembled from elliptical magnetic dipolar parti-
cles under homogeneous external magnetic field which directs
parallel to the plane of the ring. They demonstrated the capability
to manipulate the fragile magnetic rings and control their shape to
perform functional tasks without ruptures or break up when insta-
bility occurs. Motived by this, we, in this paper, analyze stability of
magnetic rings composed of permanently magnetized spherical
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particles under external compressive loadings. We show how to
deform the rings without ruptures or break up when instability
occurs by utilizing compressive dipolar loading due to a point
dipole placed at the center of the ring and oriented perpendicular
to the plane of the ring, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The theoretical pre-
dictions are then verified with a simple experiment of permanently
magnetized spherical beads of millimeter sizes and we find that
they are in good agreement with experimental results. The
deformed shapes of our magnetic rings without rupture or break
up, owing to high rate of shape changing, could be used to develop
novel design concepts for actuators in MEMS or NEMS devices.

Stability of one dimensional magnetic structures has recently
gained interests from the mechanics community, thanks to inter-
esting works of Hall et al. (2013) and Vella et al. (2013). These
authors first introduced the notion of effective bending stiffness
for magnetic filaments composed of dipolar particles and demon-
strated its advantage by analyzing stability of a vertical magnetic
chain under its own weight, determining vibrating frequencies of
a circular magnetic ring, and investigating the self-assembling pro-
cess of a magnetic cylinder. In a related study, Boisson et al., 2015
examined linear dynamics of a chain of diametrically magnetized
cylinders and determined the eigenfrequencies and associated
eigenmodes from equation of motion. They showed a similar
behavior between their magnetic system and an elastic beam. J.
Schönke and E. Fried (Schönke and Fried, 2017) subsequently
extended the work on stability of a vertical magnetic chain of dipo-
lar particles under gravitational field to account for magnetic inter-
actions between two coaxial vertical magnetic chains separated by
a gap. Employing linear stability analysis, they determined the
Hessian of the straight configuration in exact form which is used
to yield the critical gap at which instability occurs. Their results
also support the notion of effective bending stiffness for the system
of two interacting magnetic chains. Motivated by the useful con-
cept of effective bending stiffness, we, in this paper, also analyze
stability of magnetic rings composed of permanently magnetized
spherical particles subject to centrally mechanical loading, as
demonstrated in Fig. 2b. We will determine the critical value of
loading at which the ring loses its stability and investigate whether
this value could be found from the application of concept of effec-
tive bending stiffness and classical results on stability of elastic
rings subject to pressure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After for-
mulating the problem in Section 2, we determine the general equi-
librium and stability conditions in Section 3. Characterizations of
our equilibrium configurations are given in Section 4 which is fol-
lowed by their stability analysis in Section 5. Stability results for
both scenarios are presented in Section 6. Experimental verifica-
tion for a particular scenario in which the ring subject to a load
induced by a central point dipole is reported in Section 7. A sum-
mary of our most important findings appears in Section 8.
Fig. 1. A circular magnetic ring consisting of N � 4 identical rigid spherical particles
, each of which has diameter d and possesses a uniform permanent magnetization
with magnitudem. The position of the center of particle i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N is denoted by
xi and the (unit) orientation of the dipole moment of that particle is denoted by ui.
The center of the ring is denoted by o and the positively oriented orthonormal triad
fe1; e2; e3g is defined so that the centers of the particles lie in a plane spanned by e1
and e2.
2. Formulation

We consider a circular ring of N � 4 identical rigid spherical
particles of diameter d > 0 and uniform permanent magnetization
of strengthm > 0. Letting o denote the center of the ring, we define
a positively oriented orthonormal basis fe1; e2; e3g such that the
center xi of each particle i ¼ 1; . . . ;N lies in a plane with unit orien-
tation e3. We measure lengths relative to d and energies relative to

l0m
2=4pd3, where l0 denotes the permeability of free space. Using

ui to denote the unit orientation of the dipole moment of particle
i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N, introducing

ri ¼ xi�o
d ; ri ¼ jrij; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N;

rij ¼ rj � ri; rij ¼ jrijj; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ;N; i–j;

)
ð1Þ
2

and consulting (Jackson, 1999), we thus see that the dimensionless
potential energy V of the ring can be expressed as

V ¼
XX
16i<j6N

1
r3ij

ui � uj � 3ðrij � uiÞðrij � ujÞ
r2ij

 !
: ð2Þ

We aim to understand how the configuration of the ring, as
described by ui and ri; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N, responds to placing a point
dipole with strengthM and orientation e3 at its center o and apply-
ing a force �Fri=ri to the center of each of its particles
i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N. Since, for M ¼ 0 and F ¼ 0, the ring possesses reflec-
tion symmetry across the plane it occupies, we suppose, without
loss of generality, that M � 0. The magnetic moment and mechan-
ical forces applied to the ring are conservative and the total dimen-
sionless potential energy W associated with these forces takes the
form

W ¼ �k
X
16i6N

1
r3i

ui � e3 � 3ðri � e3Þðri � uiÞ
r2i

� �
þ f

X
16i6N

ri; ð3Þ

where the dimensionless parameters

k ¼ M
m

and f ¼ F

l0m2=4pd4 ð4Þ

measure the strengths, relative to the strength of the dipole–dipole
interactions between each isolated pair of particles in the ring, of
the external dipole moment and the mechanical forces exerted on
each particle of the ring. Building on the work of Prokopieva et al.
(2009), who showed that a circular ring of N � 4 identical magnetic
particles is stable in the absence of loads, namely for k ¼ 0 and f ¼ 0
as illustrated in Fig. 1, we seek to characterize the stability of the
system for the following scenarios:

� k > 0; f ¼ 0: compressive dipolar loading by a central point
dipole, as illustrated in Fig. 2a;

� k ¼ 0; f > 0: compressive mechanical loading, as illustrated in
Fig. 2b;

The total dimensionless potential energy of the system consist-
ing of the ring of magnetic particles , which we emphasize may
deviate from circular, the central point dipole, and the forces
applied to the particles is simply the sum



Fig. 2. A circular magnetic ring consisting of N � 4 identical rigid spherical particles
whose centers lie in a plane spanned by e1 and e2 is subject to (a) a dipolar force due
to a point dipole of magnetization strength M placing at its center o and directing
antiparallel to the direction e3, (b) a compressive mechanical force of magnitude F
applying to the center of each of its particles i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N and directing toward the
center o of the ring.
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E ¼ V þW; ð5Þ
with V and W given by (2) and (3). Since ui represents the unit ori-
entation of the dipole moment of particle i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N, we have
the constraint

gi �
1
2
ðjuij2 � 1Þ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð6Þ

Throughout our analysis, we require that adjacent particles
remain in contact. Thus, introducing the convention rNþ1 � r1, we
impose the additional constraint

gNþi �
1
2
ðjriþ1 � rij2 � 1Þ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð7Þ

To characterize the stability of the system, we therefore intro-
duce Lagrange multipliers ki; i ¼ 1; . . . ;2N, and consider the prob-
lem of determining the critical points of the augmented
dimensionless total potential energy L defined by

L ¼ Eþ
X
16i6N

ðkigi þ kNþigNþiÞ: ð8Þ
3. Equilibrium and stability criteria

In deriving and analyzing the equilibrium and stability criteria
for the system described in the previous section, we find it conve-
nient and physically revealing to rewrite the components V and W
of the augmented dimensionless total potential energy L defined in
(8) as
3

V ¼ �3
XX
16i<j6N

QðrijÞ � ðui � ujÞ
r3ij

and

W ¼ 3k
X
16i6N

QðriÞ � ðe3 � uiÞ
r3i

þ f
X
16i6N

ri; ð9Þ

where Q , the dimensionless quadrupole moment, is defined such
that its value QðrÞ at any vector r – 0 is the second-order tensor

QðrÞ ¼ r � r

jrj2
� 1
3
I: ð10Þ

We also take advantage of two higher-order counterparts of Q ,
namely the dimensionless octupole and hexadecapole moments O

and H. For any vector r – 0, the values OðrÞ and HðrÞ of O and H

are respectively third- and fourth-order tensors that can be defined
by transformation rules dictating how they operate on lower-order
tensorial objects. For what follows, it is necessary to show how OðrÞ
transforms second-order tensors into vectors and vectors into
second-order tensors but is sufficient to show how HðrÞ transforms
second-order tensors into second-order tensors. Specifically, given
a second-order tensor A and a vector v ;OðrÞA is the vector defined
such that

OðrÞA ¼ r � Ar
jrj2

r
jrj �

1
5
Ar þ A>r þ ðtr AÞr

jrj ð11Þ

and OðrÞv is the second-order tensor defined such that

OðrÞv ¼ r � v
jrj

r � r

jrj2
� 1
5
r � v þ v � r þ ðr � vÞI

jrj ; ð12Þ

whereas HðrÞA is the second-order tensor defined such that

HðrÞA¼ r �Ar
jrj2

r� r

jrj2 þ 1
35

ðAþA> þ ðtrAÞIÞ

�1
7
ðr �ArÞIþðAþA>Þðr� rÞþ ðr� rÞðAþA>Þþ ðtrAÞðr� rÞ

jrj2 :

ð13Þ
3.1. Equilibrium criteria

Any critical point of the augmented dimensionless potential
energy L defined in (8) must be a solution ui; ri; ki, and
kNþi; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N, of the system:

@V
@ui

þ @W
@ui

þ kiui ¼ 0;
@V
@ri

þ @W
@ri

� kNþiðriþ1 � riÞ þ kNþi�1ðri � ri�1Þ ¼ 0;

gi ¼ 0;
gNþi ¼ 0;

9>>>>=
>>>>;

i ¼ 1; . . . ;N:

ð14Þ
Referring to the representations (9)1 and (9)2 of V and W and

invoking the definitions (10) and (11) of the dimensionless quadru-
pole and octupole moment densities Q and O, we find that the par-
tial derivatives entering (14)1 and (14)2 can be expressed as

@V
@ui

¼ �3
X
16j6N
j–i

QðrijÞuj

r3
ij

;

@W
@ui

¼ 3k QðriÞe3
r3
i

;

9>>=
>>; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð15Þ

and

@V
@ri

¼ �15
X
16j6N
j–i

OðrijÞðui�ujÞ
r4
ij

;

@W
@ri

¼ �15k OðriÞðe3�uiÞ
r4
i

þ f ri
ri
;

9>>=
>>; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð16Þ
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A quick count shows that the system (14) consists of 8N scalar
equations for the same number of unknown scalar quantities.

3.2. Stability criterion

Applying Theorem 2.8 of Avriel (1976) to the augmented
dimensionless potential energy L defined in (8), we infer that a
solution ui; ri; ki, and kNþi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N, of the system (14) of equilib-
rium conditions is stable if the inequality
PP
16i–j6N

@2V
@ui@uj

� ðdui � dujÞ þ 2 @2V
@ui@rj

� ðdui � drjÞ þ @2V
@ri@rj

� ðdri � drjÞ
� �

þ P
16i6N

2 @2E
@ui@ri

� ðdui � driÞ þ @2E
@r2

i
� ðdri � driÞ þ kijduij2 þ kNþijdriþ1 � drij2

� �
� 0

ð17Þ
holds for all dri and dui; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N, which, in compliance with the
constraints (6) and (7), obey

ui � dui ¼ 0;
ðriþ1 � riÞ � ðdriþ1 � driÞ ¼ 0;

�
i ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð18Þ

where we have used the consequence drNþ1 � dr1 of the convention
rNþ1 � r1 introduced in connection with (7). In writing (17), we
have made simplifications stemming from the respective
consequences

@2W
@ri@rj

¼ @2W
@ri@uj

¼ @2W
@ui@uj

¼ 0; 1 6 i– j 6 N; ð19Þ

and

@2V
@ui@uj

¼ @2W
@ui@uj

¼ 0; i ¼ j ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð20Þ

of (9)1 and (9)2. Additionally, we exploited of the quadratic nature
of the constraints (6) and (7). Referring to the representation
(9)1 of V and invoking the definitions (10), (12), and (13) of the
dimensionless quadrupole, octupole, and hexadecapole moment
densities Q ;O, and H, we find that the partial derivatives entering
the double sum on the first line of (17) can be expressed as

@2V
@ui@uj

¼ �3 Q ðrijÞ
r3
ij

;

@2V
@ri@uj

¼ �15 OðrijÞui

r4
ij

;

@2V
@ri@rj

¼ 105 HðrijÞðui�ujÞ
r5
ij

;

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

1 6 i– j 6 N: ð21Þ

Similarly, recalling from (5) that E ¼ V þW and recalling the
representations (9)1 and (9)2 of V and W and invoking the defini-
tions (10), (12), and (13), we find that the partial derivatives enter-
ing the single sum on the second line of (17) can be expressed as

@2E
@ui@ri

¼ �15
X
16j6N
j–i

OðrijÞuj

r4
ij

� 15k OðriÞe3
r4
i

;

@2E
@r2

i
¼ �105

X
16j6N
j–i

HðrijÞðui�ujÞ
r5
ij

þ 105kHðriÞðe3�uiÞ
r5
i

þ f PðriÞ
ri

;

9>>>>=
>>>>;

i ¼ 1; . . . ;N;

ð22Þ
where P, the perpendicular projector, is the second-order tensor
defined such that, for any vector r – 0,

PðrÞ ¼ I � r � r

jrj2
: ð23Þ
4. Circular base configurations with tilted dipole moments

Kun et al. (2001) showed that in the presence of a homogeneous
external magnetic field oriented perpendicular to a circular ring of
4

permanently magnetized spherical particles , the dipole orienta-
tions of those particles rotate out of plane until a critical threshold
of field strength is attained and the ring ruptures. Motivated by
that work, we seek solutions to the equilibrium Eqs. (14) wherein
the ring remains circular but the dipole moments tilt out of plane
in response to the field produced by the central point dipole. For
this purpose, it is convenient to introduce the second-order tensor

R ¼ cosð2PNÞðe1 � e1 þ e2 � e2Þ
� sinð2PNÞðe1 � e2 � e2 � e1Þ þ e3 � e3; PN ¼ p

N
; ð24Þ

which rotates any vector about e3 by the angle 2PN between the
centers of any adjacent pair of particles in the ring, and the associ-
ated cylindrical polar bases

fqi;ui; e3g ¼ fRi�1e1;R
i�1e2; e3g; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð25Þ

From (25), we see that

qiþ1 �qi ¼ cosð2PNÞ; jqiþ1 �qij2 ¼ 2ð1� cosð2PNÞÞ ¼ 4sin2PN ;

uiþ1 �ui ¼ cosð2PNÞ; qiþ1 �ui ¼�qi �uiþ1 ¼ sinð2PNÞ;

)
i¼ 1; . . . ;N;

ð26Þ
where qNþ1 � q1 and uNþ1 � u1.

We assume that the dipole orientations are of the form

ui ¼ cos hui þ sin he3; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð27Þ
where, to encompass the presence of tilt, h satisfies

0 < h 6 p
2
: ð28Þ

Moreover, we assume that the ring placed so that

ri ¼ cscPN

2
qi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð29Þ

By (26)2, (29) is consistent with the constraint (7). Also, by (25),
r1 is aligned with e1 and, more generally, the index i increases upon
viewing the ring from a vantage point above the plane it occupies
and traversing it counterclockwise. For h ¼ p=2, the dipoles are
orthogonal to the plane of the ring and antiparallel to the direction
of the central point dipole. Otherwise, for 0 < h < p=2, the dipole
orientations are arranged with their tips directed clockwise and
share the same out-of-plane component.

Substituting (27) and (29) into the general equilibrium condi-
tions (14), we find that the tilt angle h can take only two possible
values consistent with (28), namely

h ¼ arcsin
8k

3r3 � r2

� �
¼ h� and h ¼ p

2
; ð30Þ

where r2 and r3 denote the finite trigonometric sums

r2 ¼
X

16j6N�1

cscðjPNÞ and r3 ¼
X

16j6N�1

csc3ðjPNÞ: ð31Þ

Since 3csc3ðjPNÞ � cscðjPNÞ � 2 for 1 6 j 6 N � 1,

3r3 � r2 ¼
X

16j6N�1

csc3ðjPNÞð3� sin2ðjPNÞÞ � 2ðN � 1Þ � 6: ð32Þ

We thus see that the choice h ¼ h� of the tilt angle in (30) is both
viable and distinct from the alternative h ¼ p=2 only if the dimen-
sionless parameter k defined in (4)1 satisfies

k <
3r3 � r2

8
: ð33Þ

Granted that k satisfies (33) and that h ¼ h�, we find that the
Lagrange multipliers needed to ensure that the constraints (6)
and (7) are met are given by
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kiðh�Þ ¼ ð2r3 � r2Þ sin3 PN ;

kNþiðh�Þ ¼ � 3
2

64k2

3r3�r2
þ 2r3 � r2

� �
sin3 PN � f cscPN

2 ;

9=
; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N:

ð34Þ
For the alternative choice h ¼ p=2 of the tilt angle, we find,

however, that (34) are overridden by

ki p
2

� � ¼ ð8k� r3Þ sin3 PN;

kNþi
p
2

� � ¼ � 3
2 ð16k� r3Þ sin3 PN � f cscPN

2 ;

)
i ¼ 1; . . . ;N:

ð35Þ
If k violates (33), then (34) is irrelevant and only (35) applies. If,

in particular, the central point dipole is absent, so that k ¼ 0, we
see from (32) that 3r3 > r2. Thus, the argument of the arcsine in
(30)1 vanishes and h� ¼ 0. As k increases from zero to a critical
value kcr; h increases from zero to a critical value that can be found
from (30)1.

Hereafter, we stipulate that (33) holds and focus on exploring
the stability of the circular base configuration for that choice of
the tilt angle.

5. Linearized stability criterion for the nontrivial solution

To explore the stability of the ring in the circular base configu-
ration with tilted dipole moments arranged according to (27), (29),
and (30)1, we consider perturbations of the general form

dui ¼ aiqi þ biðsin hui � cos he3Þ;
dri ¼ viqi þ tiui þ fie3;

�
i ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð36Þ

in which the scalar coefficients obey

a2
i þ b2

i 	 1; v2
i þ t2i þ f2i 	 1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð37Þ

With reference to (25) we find from (36) that, for j– i,

duj ¼ ðaj cosð2ðj� iÞPNÞ � bj sin h sinð2ðj� iÞPNÞÞqi

þðaj sinð2ðj� iÞPNÞ þ bj sin h cosð2ðj� iÞPNÞÞui � bj cos he3;
j ¼ 1; . . . ;N;

ð38Þ
and that

drj ¼ ðvj cosð2ðj� iÞPNÞ � tj sinð2ðj� iÞPNÞÞqi

þðvj sinð2ðj� iÞPNÞ þ tj cosð2ðj� iÞPNÞÞui þ fje3;
j ¼ 1; . . . ;N:

ð39Þ
Although (36)1 is consistent with the linearized consequence

(18)1 of the constraint (6), a supplemental condition is needed to
ensure that (36)2 is consistent with the linearized consequence
(18)2 of the remaining constraint (7). To determine that condition,
we first observe that (18)2 holds if and only if

driþ1 � dri ¼ ðfiþ1 � fiÞe3 þ
1
2
viþ1 � vi � tanPNðtiþ1 þ tiÞ
� �ðqiþ1 þ qiÞ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð40Þ

where vNþ1 � v1; tNþ1 � t1, and fNþ1 � f1. Computing the scalar
products with qiþ1 and uiþ1 of the expression resulting from using
(36)2 in (40) and invoking (26)1,3,4, we next find that (36)2 meets
the requirements of (18)2 if and only if

viþ1 þ vi þ cotPNðtiþ1 � tiÞ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð41Þ
We next use (27) with h ¼ h�, as defined in (30)1, and (29) to

evaluate the second-order partial derivatives (21) and (22) at the
circular base configuration with tilted dipole moments, yielding
(A.1) and (A.5), after which we insert (30)1, (34), (36), (38), (39),
5

and (A.1)–(A.5) into the stability criterion (17). With the additional
assumption that the scalar coefficients of (36) admit Fourier
decompositions of the particular form

ai ¼ u1 cosð2qði� 1ÞPNÞ;
bi ¼ u2 sinð2qði� 1ÞPNÞ;
vi ¼ u3 cotPN sinð2qði� 1ÞPNÞ;
ti ¼ u3 cotðqPNÞ cosð2qði� 1ÞPNÞ;
fi ¼ u4 cosð2qði� 1ÞPNÞ;

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð42Þ

where the amplitudes uk; k ¼ 1; . . . ;4, are real numbers and a direct
calculation confirms that (42)3 and (42)4 are consistent with (41),
we arrive at the reduced stability criterion

u � Hu ¼

u1

u2

u3

u4

2
6664

3
7775 �

H11 H12 H13 H14

H21 H22 H23 H24

H31 H32 H33 H34

H41 H42 H43 H44

2
6664

3
7775

u1

u2

u3

u4

2
6664

3
7775 � 0; ð43Þ

where H is symmetric, so that

H21 ¼ H12; H31 ¼ H13; H32 ¼ H23; H41

¼ H14; H42 ¼ H24; H43 ¼ H34; ð44Þ

and depends on the number N of particles in the ring, the loading
parameters k and f, and the mode number q. Expressions for the
entries of H are provided in A.2.

Denoting the necessarily real eigenvalues of H by
gp; p ¼ 1; . . . ;4, we stipulate without loss of generality that they
are ordered in accord with

g1 6 g2 6 g3 6 g4: ð45Þ
We denote the eigenvector (of unit magnitude) associated with

gp by ep; p ¼ 1; . . . ;4. Furthermore, we introduce a Cartesian basis

fi1; i2; i3; i4g for R4 that implicitly determines the entries
up ¼ u � ip; p ¼ 1; . . . ;4, of u and Hpq ¼ ip � Hiq; p; q ¼ 1; . . . ;4, of H.

In general, the mode number q ranges from q ¼ 0 to q ¼ n� 1,
inclusive. However, since the first two mode numbers q ¼ 0 and
q ¼ 1 correspond, respectively, to rigid body translations and rota-
tions, which are of no physical interest in the present context, we
require that 2 6 q 6 N � 1. Moreover, since the base configuration,
as described by (27), (29), and (30)1, is unchanged by application of
any integer power of the rotation R defined in (24), it follows that q
and N � q are indistinguishable for each q ¼ 1; . . . ;N � 1. We may
thus restrict the mode number according to

q ¼ 2; . . . ; bN
2
c; ð46Þ

where bN=2c is the largest integer less than or equal to N=2.
For the base configuration of a ring of N particles subject to

external loads characterized by k and f to be linearly stable with
respect to perturbations involving mode number q, the least eigen-
value g1 of H must satisfy g1 > 0. Alternatively, the base configura-
tion is linearly unstable if g1 < 0. Moreover, if N and q are given
and g1 ¼ 0 for any choice of the loading parameters k and f, then
an instability occurs and the corresponding values of those param-
eters are called critical. Given N � 4 and q consistent with (46), we
therefore solve the eigenvalue problem

He ¼ ge; jej ¼ 1; ð47Þ

with the objective of identifying values of k and f for which g1 ¼ 0.
For any such value of k and f, we also determine the remaining
eigenvalues g2;g3, and g4 of H and, subsequently, the eigenvectors
corresponding to all vanishing eigenvalues.
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6. Stability results of a magnetic ring under dipolar and
mechanical loadings

In this section, we determine critical values of k and f at which
the smallest eigenvalue of H vanishes, dealing first with the case
f ¼ 0 of compressive dipolar loading by a central point dipole
and then with the remaining case k ¼ 0 of compressive mechanical
loading. Although we consider all relevant modes q ¼ 2; . . . ; bN=2c,
restrict attention to rings consisting of no more than N ¼ 50 parti-
cles for practical reasons.
Fig. 4. Log–Log plots depicting the dependence of the remaining eigenvalues
gp; p ¼ 2;3;4, of the symmetric 4� 4 matrix H, whose entries are analytically
expressed as (A.16)–(A.25) in Appendix A.2 and the least eigenvalue g1 vanishes at
the critical values kcr of k, on the number N of particles of the ring in the absence of a
mechanical load (f ¼ 0) for the second mode number q ¼ 2.
6.1. Dipolar loading

Given N � 4 and q ¼ 2; . . . ; bN=2c, we neglect mechanical load-
ing by setting f ¼ 0 and use an incremental approach to determine
critical values kcr of k � 0 by solving the eigenvalue problem (47)
and subsequently checking the sign of the least eigenvalue g1 of
H. Starting with k ¼ 0, we augment the value of k by increments
of Dk ¼ 10�3 until reaching the critical value k ¼ kcr at which
g1 < 0. After finding kcr, we compute the associated critical eigen-
vector e ¼ ecr1 , which determines the direction of the mode with
respect to which the ring is least stable and, thus, tends to deform
at the onset of instability.

Plots depicting the dependence of the critical value kcr on the
number N of particles in the ring for mode numbers q ¼ 2;3;4,
and bN=2c appear in Fig. 3. From these plots, we see that the lowest
values of kcr occur for mode number q ¼ 2. This finding is reminis-
cent of results obtained, i.e., see (Carrier, 1947; Tadjbakhsh and
Odeh, 1967; Flaherty et al., 1972; Giomi and Mahadevan, 2012;
Chen and Fried, 2014; Biria and Fried, 2014; Hoang, 2019) for con-
tinuous ring-like objects subject to external pressure. From this
similarity we infer that, before the ring becomes unstable, the field
of the central point dipole generates a load that is effectively
pressure-like.

Plots showing that the remaining eigenvalues g2; g3, and g4 are
positive at the critical value kcr of k for any ring of up to N ¼ 50 par-
ticles and mode number q ¼ 2 are provided in Fig. 4. Qualitatively
similar plots can be constructed for each of the other mode num-
Fig. 3. Log–Log plots depicting the dependence of the critical values kcr of k on the
number N of particles of the ring in the absence of a mechanical load (f ¼ 0) for
mode numbers q ¼ 2;3;4, and bN=2c. The critical values kcr are numerically
determined by setting to zero the least eigenvalue of the symmetric 4� 4 matrix H

whose entries are analytically expressed as (A.6)–(A.15) in Appendix A.2. Since the
critical values kcr of k for a mode number q ¼ bN=2c is the same as that for a mode
number q ¼ 2; q ¼ 3, or q ¼ 4 when N ¼ 4;5;N ¼ 6;7 or N ¼ 8;9, respectively, only
the latter are shown.
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bers. It is, thus, only necessary to find the eigenvector ecr1 associated
with the vanishing of g1 at kcr for q ¼ 2.

Plots showing that, for q ¼ 2, the ratios jecr1 � i2=ecr1 � i1j and
jecr1 � i4=ecr1 � i3j decrease monotonically with N as N increases over
the considered range appear in Fig. 5. For each N; jecr1 � i4=ecr1 � i3j is
smaller than jecr1 � i2=ecr1 � i1j by at least an order of magnitude and
decays somewhat more rapidly. Thus, we revisit the stability of
the ring for q ¼ 2 with reference to the assumed form (42) of the
Fourier decompositions and two alternative simplifying
assumptions:

� fi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N;
� bi ¼ 0 and fi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N.

For fi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N, we find that the values of kcr agree to
three significant figures with those obtained previously (and used
to generate the curve for q ¼ 2 in Fig. 3). For bi ¼ 0 and
fi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N, we find in contrast that the values of kcr are lar-
ger than those obtained previously. We therefore infer that the
out-of-plane perturbation component fi; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N, of positional
perturbation (36)1 has a negligible effect on the stability of the
ring. This implies that the ring tends to deform in its plane, sub-
verting the circular structure of dipole moments when instability
occurs. In Section 7, we will consider the validity of this finding
from an experimental perspective. At critical values kcr of k, the
least eigenvalue g1 of H vanishes and the remaining eigenvalues
gp; p ¼ 2;3;4, are positive and since the determinant of a matrix

is the product of its eigenvalues, we infer that critical values kcr

are coincident with the vanishing of detH. Using (A.16)–(A.25)
with f ¼ 0 and the approximations (Vanderbei and Kolemen, 2007)

r2 
 2 logN
PN

and r3 
 2z
P3

N

; z ¼ fð3Þ � 1:202: ð48Þ

we find that it is possible to determine a lengthy analytical expres-
sion kcr1 from the condition detH ¼ 0. To dominant order in N as
N ! 1, that expression simplifies to

kcr1 

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zðzþ 1=6Þp
4p2 N2 þ OðlogNÞ; z ¼ fð3Þ � 1:202; ð49Þ



Fig. 5. Log–Log plots depicting the dependence of ratios jecr1 � i2=ecr1 � i1j and
jecr1 � i4=ecr1 � i3j of the critical eigenvector ecr1 , associated with the vanishing of the
least eigenvalue g1 of the symmetric 4� 4 matrix H whose entries are analytically
expressed as (A.16)–(A.25) in Appendix A.2 at the critical values kcr of k, on the
number N of particles of the ring in the absence of a mechanical load (f ¼ 0) for the
second mode. number q ¼ 2.

Table 1
Numerical and asymptotic values for the critical value kcr of k (determined by setting
to zero the least eigenvalue of the symmetric 4� 4 matrix H whose entries are
analytically expressed as (A.16)–(A.25) in Appendix A.2 and from (49), respectively)
and the relative error between them for representative numbers of particles N of the
ring in the absence of a mechanical load (f ¼ 0).

Number of
particles N

Numerical
value kcr

Asymptotic
value kcr1

Relative error (%)
jkcr1 � kcrj=kcr

10 3.00 3.25 8.30
15 7.04 7.31 3.84
20 12.7 13.0 2.33
25 20.0 20.3 1.59
30 28.9 29.2 1.15
35 39.5 39.8 0.89
40 51.6 52.0 0.71
45 65.4 65.8 0.57
50 80.8 81.2 0.48
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which, in spite of its asymptotic stature, approximates kcr with
errors not exceeding 5% for N � 13, as illustrated in Fig. 6 and
shown in Table 1 for some representative values of N. From the
Fig. 6, we see that the relative error can be fitted to a straight line.
Using the linear fit with the least square method, we find that the
relative error decreases as N�1:73. Combining this result with the
expression of the relative error we infer, to dominant order in N
as N ! 1,

kcr1 

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zðzþ 1=6Þp
4p2 N2 þ O N0:27

� �
; z ¼ fð3Þ � 1:202: ð50Þ
Fig. 6. Log–Log plots depicting the dependence of the relative error between the
critical value kcr (numerically determined by setting to zero the least eigenvalue of
the symmetric 4� 4 matrix H whose entries are analytically expressed as (A.16)–
(A.25) in Appendix A.2 and corresponding to the curve for the second mode number
q ¼ 2 in Fig. 3) and its asymptotic value (49) on the number N of particles of the ring
(points) in the absence of a mechanical load (f ¼ 0). The linear fit (straight line),
found by applying the least square method, reveals that the relative error 
 N�1:73.
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6.2. Mechanical loading

Given N � 4 and q ¼ 2; . . . ; bN=2c, we neglect magnetic loading
by setting k ¼ 0 and use an incremental approach to determine
critical values f cr of f by solving the eigenvalue problem (47) and
subsequently checking the sign of the least eigenvalue g1 of H.

Starting with f ¼ 0, we augment f cr by increments of Df ¼ 10�4

until reaching the critical value f ¼ f cr at which g1 < 0. After find-
ing f cr, we compute the associated critical eigenvector ecr1 , which
gives the direction e ¼ ecr1 of the mode with respect to which the
ring is least stable and, thus, tends to deform at the onset of
instability.

Plots depicting the dependence of the critical value f cr on the
number 4 6 N  50 of particles in the ring for mode numbers
q ¼ 2;3;4, and bN=2c appear in Fig. 7. From these plots, we see that
the lowest values of f cr occur for mode number q ¼ 2. This finding
is reminiscent of results for continuous ring-like objects subject to
external pressure, i.e., see (Carrier, 1947; Tadjbakhsh and Odeh,
1967; Flaherty et al., 1972; Giomi and Mahadevan, 2012; Chen
and Fried, 2014; Biria and Fried, 2014; Hoang, 2019).
Fig. 7. Log–Log plots depicting the dependence of the critical values f cr of f on the
number N of particles of the ring in the absence of a dipole load (k ¼ 0) for mode
numbers q ¼ 2;3;4, and bN=2c. The critical values f cr are numerically determined by
setting to zero the least eigenvalue of the symmetric 4� 4 matrix H whose entries
are analytically expressed as (A.6)–(A.15) in Appendix A.2. Since the critical values
f cr of f for a mode number q ¼ bN=2c is the same as that for a mode number
q ¼ 2; q ¼ 3, or q ¼ 4 when N ¼ 4;5;N ¼ 6;7 or N ¼ 8;9, respectively, only the latter
are shown.



Fig. 9. Log–Log plots depicting the dependence of the relative error between the
critical value f cr (determined from the analytical expression (51) with (A.29) and
(A.32) and corresponding to the curve for the second mode number q ¼ 2 in Fig. 7)
and its asymptotic value (52) on the number N of particles of the ring in the absence
of a dipolar load (k ¼ 0).

Table 2
Numerical and asymptotic values for the critical value f cr of f (determined from the
analytical expression (51) with (A.29) and (A.32) and from (52), respectively) and the
relative error between them for representative numbers of particles N of the ring in
the absence of a dipolar load (k ¼ 0).

Number of
particles N

Numerical
value f cr

Asymptotic
value f cr1

Relative error (%)
jf cr1 � f crj=f cr

10 675.8e�3 679.0e�3 4.8e�1
15 201.1e�3 201.1e�3 3.0e�2
20 84.89e�3 84.87e�3 1.9e�2
25 43.46e�3 43.45e�3 2.4e�2
30 25.15e�3 25.14e�3 2.1e�2
35 15.84e�3 15.83e�3 1.8e�2
40 10.61e�3 10.60e�3 1.5e�2
45 7.4e�3 7.4e�3 1.2e�2
50 5.4e�3 5.4e�3 1.0e�2
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Plots showing that the remaining eigenvalues g2;g3, and g4 are
positive at the critical value f cr of f for any ring of up to N ¼ 50 par-
ticles and mode number q ¼ 2 are provided in Fig. 8. Qualitatively
similar plots can be constructed for each of the other mode num-
bers. It is, thus, only necessary to find the eigenvector ecr1 associated
with the vanishing of g1 at f cr for q ¼ 2.

For q ¼ 2, determining the critical eigenvector ecr1 associated
with the vanishing of g1 at the critical values f cr of f, we find that
ecr1 � i2 ¼ ecr1 � i4 ¼ 0 for N < 10 and ecr1 � i1 ¼ ecr1 � i3 ¼ 0 for N � 10.
Motivated by this finding and making reference to the assumed
form (42) of the Fourier decompositions, we revisit the stability
of the ring for q ¼ 2 for two alternative simplifying cases:

� bi ¼ 0 and fi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N;
� ai ¼ 0;vi ¼ 0, and ti ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N.

Analytical expressions for the critical values f cr of f correspond-
ing to these cases, which we denote by f cr1 and f cr2 , are provided in
(A.29) and (A.32), respectively. Observing from those expressions
that f cr1 < f cr2 for N < 10 and f cr1 > f cr2 for N � 10, we find that

f cr ¼ f cr1 for N < 10;
f cr2 for N � 10:

(
ð51Þ

From this result, we infer that at the onset of instability suffi-
ciently small rings tend to deform in-plane while sufficiently large
rings tend to deform out-of-plane. Moreover, whereas the circular
arrangement of the dipole moments is undermined during in-plane
deformations, the underlying symmetry is preserved during out-
of-plane deformations. To dominant order in N as N ! 1, (51)2
gives

f cr1 
 16ðzþ 1=6ÞP3
N þ O

logN
N5

� �
; z � 1:202; ð52Þ

which, in spite of its asymptotic stature, (52) approximates f cr with
errors not exceeding 1% for N � 10, as illustrated in Fig. 9 and
shown in Table 2 for some representative values of N. As an alterna-
tive to the argument leading to (52), we next consider the feasibility
of using a stability criterion derived by Hoang (2019) for a circular
elastic ring, of uniform cross-section, that is subjected to a central
Fig. 8. Log–Log plots depicting the dependence of the remaining eigenvalues
gp; p ¼ 2;3;4, of the symmetric 4� 4 matrix H, whose entries are analytically
expressed as (A.16)–(A.25) in Appendix A.2 and the least eigenvalue g1 vanishes at
the critical values f cr of f, on the number N of particles of the ring in the absence of a
dipolar load (k ¼ 0) for the second mode number q ¼ 2.
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loading of magnitude r. The criterion in question involves the crit-
ical value of the ‘‘dimensionless pressure”

m ¼ rR3

EI
; ð53Þ

in which R is the radial distance between the center of the ring and
the midline of its cross-section, E is the Young’s modulus of the ring,
and I is the cross-sectional area moment of inertia of the ring. Tak-
ing into account that, for a ring of N particles of diameter
d;R ¼ d=2 cscPN , we may rewrite (53) as

m ¼ csc3PN

8
rd

l0m2=4pd4

l0m
2=4pd2

EI
: ð54Þ

As the magnetic ring and the elastic ring are equipotent, we
have rd ¼ F and thus identify the middle ratio on the right-hand
side of (54) with the magnitude of the dimensionless force (16)2
specialized in accord with the assumed forms (27) and (29) for ui

and ri; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N, and the requirement that k ¼ 0, yielding

rd
l0m2=4pd4 ¼ j @W

@ri
j ¼ f : ð55Þ

Additionally, we identify EI with the large N limit of the effec-
tive magnetic bending stiffness Keff of a circular ring of uniformly
magnetized spherical particles derived by Vella et al., 2013, which
can be expressed as
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Keff ¼ l0m
2ðzþ 1=6Þ
8pd2 ; ð56Þ

where we have invoked the relation B ¼ 6l0m=pd3 for the flux den-
sity B of a spherical particle of uniform magnetization strength m
and diameter d. It thus follows that

l0m
2=4pd2

EI
¼ l0m

2=4pd2

Keff
¼ 2

zþ 1=6
: ð57Þ

Using (55) and (57) in (54), invoking the relation (Hoang, 2019)
for the critical value of the dimensionless pressure at which the
elastic ring loses stability when

m ¼ 4; ð58Þ
and solving for f we find that to dominant order in N as N ! 1,

f cr1 
 16ðzþ 1=6ÞP3
N ; z � 1:202: ð59Þ

and is thus the result (52). Thereforce, our results support the
notion of an effective magnetic bending stiffness, first introduced
by Hall et al. (2013) and Vella et al. (2013).

7. Experimental verification of the circular ring subject to a load
induced by a central point dipole

7.1. Methods and experimental results

An experiment to study the instability of a magnetic ring under
compression by a central magnetic dipole m0 fixed at the center of
the ring was carried out by placing the magnetic ring and central
magnetic dipole in a 3D printed case holder and recorded by a high
speed camera. The case holder was designed in a computer assisted
design software (Freecad), and printed by an Objet 500, 3D printer
from Stratasys. The video was recorded with a phantom V641,
color-high speed camera from Vision research Inc. Magnetic beads
with diameters of d ¼ 5mm and D ¼ 19:05mm, and, magnetic
strength of B ¼ 1:19T and B0 ¼ 1:31T were used for the magnetic
ring and central magnetic dipole respectively.

Fig. 10a shows a schematic cross section drawing of the exper-
imental set up used to position the magnetic ring and align the
central magnetic dipole. The case holder is designed to hold the
center magnetic dipole in the plane of the magnetic ring, and to
avoid its translational or rotational movements by activating the
vacuum line observed in the figure.

In a first step, the magnetic ring is formed with 5 mm diameter
magnetic beads and placed in the case holder. Concentric circles
drawn from the position of the central magnetic dipole are used
as guidelines for good centering of the ring. Before introducing
the central magnetic dipole, a transparent acrylic plate with a con-
ical shape machined in the bottom surface is used to hold the mag-
netic ring in place to avoid its interaction with the central magnetic
dipole and keep its circular shape. Next, the central magnetic
dipole is placed inside the case holder and aligned using a small,
5 mm diameter magnetic bead. Once the central magnetic dipole
directs perpendicular to the plane of the magnetic ring, the vac-
uum line is activated and the small bead is removed. Finally, the
acrylic plate is removed in a fast movement and the evolution of
the magnetic ring recorded with the high speed camera as shown
in Fig. 10b. The experiment was repeated for a wide range of num-
ber of beads (30 to 50) in the magnetic ring in order to determine
the maximum number of beads for which the instability of the ring
occurs.

The maximum number of beads in the ring for which the insta-
bility occurs is found to be 39 ± 2. Magnetic rings with 37–41 beads
may or may not collapse to the central bead. This behavior is asso-
ciated with the accuracy in the positioning and circularity of the
9

magnetic ring. Fig. 11 shows frames from a video, recorded by a
color-high speed camera after 10, 50 and 65 ms of the release of
a ring with a number of 41 beads of 5 mm diameter. The behavior
of rings that shows instability and deform to the central bead is
very similar and independent of the number of magnetic beads.
After releasing the magnetic ring it starts moving towards the cen-
ter bead in one direction, and away from it in a perpendicular
direction, forming an oval whose (mayor axis/minor axis) aspect
ration increases with time. No out of plane movements were
observed for the range of number of beads in the magnetic rings
used in the experiments. The experiment was continued by reduc-
ing more the number of beads until 34. For rings with less than 37
beads the ring always deforms to the central bead.

7.2. Comparison with theoretical results

We first observe that the ring deforms in its plane subverting
the circular structure of dipole moments when instability occurs.
This thus confirms our theoretical result in Subsection 6.1 that
the out-of-plane displacement of magnetic beads in the ring has
a negligible role on the stability of the ring. We next find the max-
imum number of bead Nmax at which instability occurs. From the
relation between magnetic strength and its magnetization of a
magnetic bead (Jackson, 1999),

B ¼ 6l0m

pd3
; for the magnetic beads in the ring;

B0 ¼ 6l0M
pD3 ; for the magnetic central bead;

ð60Þ

we have, from (4)1,

k0 ¼ M
m

¼ D
d

� �3 B0

B

� �
¼ 19:05

5

� �3 1:31
1:19

� �
� 60:88: ð61Þ

From the theoretical results as shown in Fig. 3, we find that
Nmax ¼ 43 for the combination of bead diameters and magnetic
strengths in our experiments because k0 > kcr when N 6 Nmax. If
we assume the experiment result predicts an instability occurs
when N  39 then our theoretical prediction is in good agreement
with the experiment, with the relative error being
ð43� 39Þ=39 � 10:3%. The discrepancy between our theory and
experiment is probably due to the absence of frictional effects in
our model.

8. Summary & discussion

We examined the linear stability analysis of magnetic rings of
permanently magnetized particles subject to two different loading
mechanisms: i) compressive dipolar loading due to a central point
dipole and ii) compressive mechanical loading. Our model involves
three parameters: the number of particles N, the dimensionless
strength of the central dipole k and the mechanical force f exerted
on each particle of the ring relative to the strength of the dipole–
dipole interactions between each isolated pair of particles in the
ring. Using quadrupole, octupole, and hexadecapole moments, we
derived the stability criterion in explicit form. Due to the periodic-
ity of our problem, we then employed discrete Fourier analysis to
cast the stability condition in the definite quadratic form. Critical
values of parameters at which instability occurs and the relevant
instability modes are determined, respectively, by vanishing the
least eigenvalue of the matrix of the quadratic form and obtaining
the eigenvectors corresponding to all vanishing eigenvalues.

We find that the smallest critical values of loading parameters
occur for the mode number q ¼ 2, regardless of the loading mech-
anism considered. Our result suggests that before the ring becomes
unstable, the field of the central point dipole generates a load that
is effectively pressure-like, which is similar to the compressive



Fig. 10. (a) Alignment of the central magnetic dipole and (b) schematic view of the experimental set up to measure instability of the magnetic ring under the influence of a
central magnetic dipole.
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mechanical loading. There is, however, a fundamental difference
between the two loadings. While the dipolar loading applied to
each particle of the ring has varying magnitude and direction,
depending on position and rotation of the particle , the mechanical
loading has constant magnitude and always directs toward the
(initial) center of the ring. This distinction leads to different insta-
bility paths for two loading cases. Specifically, in-plane instability
modes always occur first for the case of compressive dipolar load-
ing, regardless of the number of particles . This implies that it
might be costly in terms of energy for the ring to deform out of
its plane; instead, the ring tends to deform in its plane, subverting
the circular structure of dipole moments when instability occurs.
In contrast, in-plane or out-of-plane instability modes occur first
for the remaining case when number of particles N < 10 or
N � 10, respectively. Firstly, this result suggests that for suffi-
ciently large ring sizes, the magnetic interaction between the par-
ticles of the ring dominates over the influence of the mechanical
loading so that the ring tends to deform out of its plane, preserving
the preferably circular arrangement of the dipole moments of the
ring when instability arises. Secondly, the transition with the ring
10
size N is reminiscent of an elastic ring with intrinsic curvature sub-
ject to an external pressure, as may be attained by a soap film
spanning the ring. Previous work (Hoang and Fried, 2018) shows
that elastic rings with intrinsic curvature exhibit in-plane or out-
of-plane instability modes for, respectively, sufficiently small or
sufficiently large ring sizes. Having obtained qualitative compar-
isons concerning the two loading scenarios, it would be helpful
to have quantitative results. To do so, we would need to make a
connection between the two loading parameters k and f. Prior to
instability, each particle of the ring subject to dipolar loading expe-
riences a dipolar force whose direction is toward the center of the
ring and (dimensionless) magnitude is, from (16)2 with f ¼ 0 (in
the absence of mechanical loading),

f dipolar ¼ j @W
@ri

j ¼ 15kjOðriÞðe3 � uiÞ
r4i

j ¼ 384k2 sin4 PN

3r3 � r2
: ð62Þ

Substituting the numerical values kcr of k at which instability
occurs into the above equation, we find that f crdipolar < f cr, thus
implying the magnetic ring subject to dipolar loading is less stable



Fig. 11. Frames of the video recorded with a color-high speed camera at (a)10 ms,
(b)50 ms and (c)65 ms.
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than that subject to mechanical loading. This result is sensible
since the magnitude of dipolar loading applied to each particle of
the ring is varying and inversely proportional to the fourth power
of distance of the particle (see (62)), whereas that of mechanical
loading is constant. To dominant order in N as N ! 1, with refer-
ence to (48) and (49), the expression (62) yields

f crdipolar;1 
 4ðzþ 1=6ÞP3
N; z � 1:202: ð63Þ

From (52) and (63), we see that, to dominant order in N, the
critical value for the converted parameter f crdipolar;1 � f cr1=4. The fac-
tor 1/4 in this result poses a natural question whether a centrally
directed varying mechanical loading, whose magnitude is inversely
proportional to the fourth power of distance of the particle and
direction is always toward the (initial) center of the ring, would
cause instability at critical values determined by (63). To answer
this question, we similarly draw a link of the posed problem with
that of an elastic ring subject to the same loading condition, as
11
done in Section 6.2. For an elastic ring subject to a centrally direc-
ted varying mechanical loading whose magnitude is inversely pro-
portional to the fourth power of the distance from the application
point of loading to the initial center of the elastic ring, instability
occurs when dimensionless pressure m ¼ 1:5 via the in-plane insta-
bility mode (Hoang, 2019). Utilizing the notion of an effective mag-
netic bending stiffness (Hall et al., 2013; Vella et al., 2013), we find
that for the posed problem, instability occurs when, to dominant
order in N as N ! 1,

f cr4th central;1 
 6ðzþ 1=6ÞP3
N; z � 1:202; ð64Þ

via the in-plane instability mode. Comparing (63) with (64), we
infer that the magnetic ring subject to dipolar loading is less stable
than that subject to centrally directed varying mechanical loading
whose magnitude is inversely proportional to the fourth power of
the distance of the particle . This result is in harmony with the fact
that direction of the dipolar loading applied to each particle of the
ring depends on its dipole moment or rotation of the particle
whereas that of the centrally directed varying mechanical loading
is always toward the (initial) center of the ring. Having quantita-
tively compared the two loading mechanisms, we now summarize
important results as given in Table 3. For completeness, we also
show instability criteria for elastic rings with no intrinsic curvature
and no twist subject to traditionally considered pressure-like load-
ings. Since these criteria are expressed in terms of the dimension-
less pressure m, we follow the established practice.

We also performed a simple experiment for the case of mag-
netic rings purely loaded by a central point dipole and found good
agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental
results. Although the instability happens very quickly (in millisec-
onds), we do not observe any signs of dynamic instability which
appeared in a similar system of an elastic ring spanned by a soap
film where higher instability modes are excited (Box et al., 2020).
Since the circular arrangement of dipole moments is undermined
after instability occurs in our case, the ring tends to deform in a
way that alignment of the dipole moments can be achieved. We
believe that the ring deforms, via the lowest mode with q ¼ 2, to
a preferable configuration in which a single pair of two touching
magnetic chains is formed in the ring. The lengths of these chains
depend on the intensity k of dipolar loading and tend to one half
the length of the ring, i.e., the ring becomes a ribbon, as k ! 1.

Being based on linear stability analysis, our study does not pro-
vide information on the shapes of the magnetic rings after instabil-
ity occurs. Additionally, in the case of magnetic rings loaded by a
central point dipole, we showed in Section 4 that along with the
circular equilibrium configuration with tilted dipole moments in
the ring as illustrated in Fig. 2a and studied here, there exists
another circular equilibrium configuration with dipole moments
in the ring antiparallel to the central point dipole. This configura-
tion was observed in colloidal particle mixtures under the applica-
tion of a magnetic field (Erb et al., 2009). For future work, it is
therefore appropriate to extend our model to take into account
the influence of external magnetic field and to perform compre-
hensive postbuckling analysis.
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Table 3
Critical value of dimensionless pressure m at which instability occurs and corresponding instability modes for magnetic rings (the first two cases) and for elastic rings (the
remaining cases). Note that for magnetic rings, the (approximated) values of m as N ! 1 are given.

Loading type Characteristics Critical
value of m

Instability
mode
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Appendix A

A.1. Expressions for the second-order partial derivatives at the base
configuration

Substituting the circular base configuration with tilted dipole
moments (27) and (29) into (21), we find that the second partial
derivatives entering the double sum on the first line of stability cri-
teria (17) can be expressed as, with wij ¼ ðj� iÞPN ,

@2V
@ui@uj

¼ sin3 PN

2 sin3 jwijj
ð3 cosð2wijÞ � 1Þqi � qi þ 3 sinð2wijÞ
�

qi �ui þui � qiÞ � ð3 cosð2wijÞ þ 1Þui �ui þ 2e3 � e3
� �

;

ðA:1Þ

@2V
@ri@uj

¼ 3 sin4 PN

4 sin5 jwijj
cos hð5 cosð2wijÞ � 3Þ sinð2wijÞqi � qi

�
�4 sin h sin2 wijðqi � e3 þ e3 � qiÞ
� cos hð5 cosð3wijÞ þ 3 coswijÞ sinwijui �ui

þ2 sin h sinð2wijÞðui � e3 þ e3 �uiÞ
þ2 cos hð5 cosð2wijÞ þ 3Þ sin2 wijðqi �ui þui � qiÞ
þ2 cos h sinð2wijÞe3 � e3

�
; ðA:2Þ
12
@2V
@ri@rj

¼ 3 sin5 PN

16 sin5 jwijj
�2ðð9þ cosð2hÞÞ sinð2wijÞ þ 5 cos2 h sinð4wijÞÞ
�

qi �ui þui � qiÞ � ð4 cos2 wijð5 cosð2wijÞ þ 1Þ�
þ cosð2hÞð5 cosð4wijÞ þ 52 cosð2wijÞ � 17ÞÞqi � qi

þ 32 sinð2hÞ sinð2wijÞðqi � e3 þ e3 � qiÞ
� 64 sinð2hÞ cos2 wijðui � e3 þ e3 �uiÞ
þ ð10 cos2 h cosð4wijÞ þ 8ð3þ 8 cosð2hÞÞ cosð2wijÞ
þ 27 cosð2hÞ þ 3Þui �ui � 4ð6 cos2 h cosð2wijÞ
þ11 cosð2hÞ � 1Þe3 � e3Þ: ðA:3Þ

Similarly, substituting the circular base configuration with
tilted dipole moments (27) and (29) into (22), we find that the sec-
ond partial derivatives entering the single sum on the second line
of stability criteria (17) can be expressed as

@2E
@ui@ri

¼
X
16j6N
j–i

3 sin4 PN

8 sin5 jwijj
4 cos h cos2 wij sinð2wijÞqi � qi

� � 8

� sin h sin2 wijðqi � e3 þ e3 � qiÞ � cos hð6
� sinð2wijÞ þ sinð4wijÞÞui �ui þ 4 sin h sinð2wijÞ
� ðui � e3 þ e3 �uiÞ þ 4 cos hðcosð2wijÞ þ 3Þ
� sin2 wijðqi �ui þui � qiÞ þ 4 cos h sinð2wijÞe3
� e3Þ þ 48k sin4 PNðqi � e3 þ e3 � qiÞ; ðA:4Þ

@2E
@r2i

¼ 96k sin5 PNðsin hð3e3 � e3 þui �ui � 4qi � qiÞ

þ cos hðui � e3 þ e3 �uiÞÞ þ 2f sinPNðui �ui þ e3 � e3Þ

�
X
16j6N
j–i

@2V
@ri@rj

: ðA:5Þ
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A.2. Elements of the symmetric matrix H

Substituting (42) into (17) and referring to the quadratic form
(43), we find that the elements of the upper half of the symmetric
4� 4 matrix H are

H11 ¼ 2r3 � r2 þ underset1 6 j 6 N

� 1
X

ð1þ sin2 jPNÞcsc3jPN cos 2qjPN ; ðA:6Þ

H22 ¼ 2r3 � r2 þ underset1 6 j 6 N

� 1
X

ðcos 2h� sin2 h cos2 jPNÞcsc3jPN cos 2qjPN ; ðA:7Þ
H33 ¼ underset1 6 j 6 N � 1
P

3 sin2 PNcsc5jPN ðcos2 hð3 cos4 jPN þ 4Þ � 1þ ð5 cos2 h� 3Þ cos2 jPNÞ cos 2qjPN
�


þ cos2 jPNð5� 5 cos2 h cos2 jPN � 11 cos2 hÞ þ 2 cos 2hþ 1
�
cot2qPN

þ cos2 hð3 cos2 jPN þ 4Þ � 3
� �

sin 2jPN sin 2qjPN cotPN cot qPN

þ ðcos2 hð3 cos4 jPN � 8Þ � 3 cos2 jPN þ 4Þ cos 2qjPN þ sin2 jPNð5� 18 cos2 hÞ
�

þ5 cos2 hðsin4 jPN þ 1Þ � 1
�
cot2PN

o
þ 96k sin h sin2 PNðcot2qPN � 4cot2PNÞ

þ2f csc2PNcsc2qPN cos2 qPN � 1
4 csc

4PNðcos 2PN � cos 2qPNÞ2
� �

� 3
2 8k sin hþ 2r3 � r2ð Þcsc2PNcsc2qPNðcos 2PN � cos 2qPNÞ2;

ðA:8Þ
H44 ¼ 48k sin hð6 sin2 PN � sin2 qPNÞ
þ 2f csc2PNð1� csc2PN sin

2 qPNÞ
� 6 sin2 qPNð2r3 � r2Þ þ 6 sin2 PN underset1 6 j 6 N

� 1
X

ðcos2 hð3 cos2 jPN þ 4Þ � 3Þcsc5jPN sin
2 qjPN ; ðA:9Þ

H12 ¼
X

16j6N�1

sin h cos jPNcsc2jPN sin 2qjPN; ðA:10Þ
H33 ¼ 6 sin2 PN 4ð3ð1� 3 cos2 hÞr1 � 2 sin2 hr2 þ 2 cos2 hr3 þ 3 cos2 hr4Þcot2PN

n
þ4ðð23 cos2 h� 6Þr1 þ ð9� 24 cos2 hÞr2 þ ð7 cos2 h� 3Þr3 � 6 cos2 hr4Þ cotPN cot 2PN

þðð12� 56 cos2 hÞr1 þ ð91 cos2 h� 28Þr2 þ ð15� 43 cos2 hÞr3 þ 12 cos2 hr4Þcot22PN
�

þ96k sin h sin2 PNðcot22PN � 4cot2PNÞ þ 2f ð3csc2PN � 2csc4PNÞ
�6ð8k sin hþ 2r3 � r2Þ sin2 3PNcsc22PN;

ðA:18Þ
H13 ¼ 6 cos h sinPN underset1 6 j 6 N

� 1
X

cot qPNð1� sin2 jPN sin
2 qjPNÞ

�
� cotPNð1� sin4 jPNÞ

�
csc3jPN; ðA:11Þ

H14 ¼ 6 sinPN 8k� sin h underset1 6 j 6 N � 1
X

csc3jPN sin
2 qjPN

� �
;

ðA:12Þ
13
H23 ¼ �6 cos h sinPN 8k cotPN þ sin h underset1 6 j 6 Nð
�1
X

ðcot qPN cot jPN sin 2qjPN þ cot qPN cos2 jPNð1þ cos2 jPNÞ
� cotPN cos2 qjPNð2þ cos2 jPNÞÞcsc3jPN

�
; ðA:13Þ

H24 ¼ �3 cos 2h sinPN underset1 6 j 6 N

� 1
X

cot jPNcsc3jPN sin 2qjPN; ðA:14Þ

H34 ¼ 6 sin2 PN 16k cos h cot qPN þ sin 2h underset1 6 j 6 Nð
�1
X

ð4 cot qPN cos2 jPN sin2 qjPN � cotPN sin 2jPN sin 2qjPNÞcsc5jPN

�
:

ðA:15Þ
For the second mode number, namely q ¼ 2, these expressions
become

H11 ¼ 3r3 � 8r2 þ 8r4; ðA:16Þ

H22 ¼ 8r1ð2 cos 2h� 1Þ þ r2ð25 sin2 h� 9Þ þ 3r3 cos2 h

þ 8r4 sin
2 h; ðA:17Þ
H44 ¼ 48k sin hð6 sin2 PN � sin2 2PNÞ þ 2f csc2PNð1� 4 cos2 PNÞ
� 6 sin2 2PNð2r3 � r2Þ
þ 24 sin2 PNð3 cos2 hr1 þ ð3� 10 cos2 hÞr2

þ ð7 cos2 h� 3Þr3Þ; ðA:19Þ

H12 ¼ 4 sin hð�3r1 þ r2 þ 2r4Þ; ðA:20Þ
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H13 ¼ 6 cos h sinPNðcot 2PNð�4r1 þ r3 þ 4r4Þ
� cotPNðr3 � r1ÞÞ; ðA:21Þ

H14 ¼ 24 sinPNð2k� sin hðr2 � r1ÞÞ; ðA:22Þ

H23 ¼ �6 cos h sinPNð8k cotPN þ sin hðcot 2PNð6r3 � 15r2 þ 9r1Þ
� cotPNð3r3 � 13r2 þ 16r1 � 4r4ÞÞÞ; ðA:23Þ

H24 ¼ �12 cos 2h sinPNðr3 � 3r2 þ 2r1Þ; ðA:24Þ

H34 ¼ 6 sin2 PNð16k cos h cot 2PN þ sin 2hð16 cot 2PNðr3

� 2r2 þ r1Þ � 8 cotPNðr3 � 3r2 þ 2r1ÞÞÞ; ðA:25Þ
where r2;r3 are defined as (31) while r1;r4 are given as

r1 ¼
X

16j6N�1

sinðjPNÞ ¼ cot
PN

2

� �
;

r4 ¼
X

16j6N�1

sin3ðjPNÞ ¼ 1
4

3 cot
PN

2

� �
� cot

3PN

2

� �� �
: ðA:26Þ
A.3. Analytical expression for lowest critical value f cr of f in the absence
of a dipolar load (k ¼ 0) for in-plane or out-of-plane perturbation
components of positions and dipole moments

When bi ¼ 0 and fi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N, the stability condition (43)
reduces to

u � Hu ¼ u1

u3

� 
� H11 H13

H31 H33

� 
u1

u3

� 
� 0: ðA:27Þ

At critical values f cr1 of f, the determinant of H vanishes:

detH ¼ H2
13 � H11H33 ¼ 0: ðA:28Þ

Substituting (A.16), (A.18), and (A.21) with k ¼ 0 and h ¼ 0 into
(A.28) yields
f cr1 ¼ 3 sin4 PN
2ð3r3�8r2þ8r4Þð1þcosð2PNÞÞð1þ3 cosð2PNÞÞ �

ð3r3 � 8r2 þ 8r4Þð9r2 � 48r1 þ 24r4 þ 8ð5r1 � 14r2 þ 6r3Þ cosð2PNÞ þ ð7r2 � 12r3Þ cosð4PNÞÞf
�12ðð4r1 � r3 � 4r4Þ cosð2PNÞ � 4ðr1 þ 2r2 � r3 � 2r4Þ cos2 PNÞ2

o
:

ðA:29Þ
When ai ¼ 0;vi ¼ 0, and ti ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 . . . ;N, the stability condi-
tion (43) reduces to

u � Hu ¼ u2

u4

� 
� H22 H24

H42 H44

� 
u2

u4

� 
� 0: ðA:30Þ

At critical values f cr2 of f, the determinant of H vanishes or

detH ¼ H2
24 � H22H44 ¼ 0: ðA:31Þ

Substituting (A.17), (A.19), and (A.24) with k ¼ 0 and h ¼ 0 into
(A.31) yields
f cr2 ¼ 12 sin4 PN
6ðr3 � 3r2 þ 2r1Þ2 � ð3r3 � 9r2 þ 8r1Þð4r3 � 7r2 þ 3

ð3r3 � 9r2 þ 8r1Þð1� 4 cos2 P
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Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2021.111060.
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